A new method for assessing transverse sinus stenosis with CT venography based on the venous transstenotic pressure gradient
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ABSTRACT

Background Evaluation of the transverse sinus stenosis (TSS) is essential for TSS-related diseases.

Objective To investigate a new method for the quantitative assessment of TSS based on the correlation between TSS and trans-stenotic pressure gradient (TPG).

Methods Patients with unilateral pulsatile tinnitus with or without idiopathic intracranial hypertension were retrospectively included. All patients underwent CT venography and venous manometry and were confirmed to have TSS. The cross-sectional diameter/area of TSS, the poststenotic and prestenotic segments, and the superior sagittal sinus (SSS) were measured. The degree of TSS was calculated by dividing the diameter/area of TSS by the diameter/area of the poststenotic segment (M1/M2), prestenotic segment (M3/M4), and SSS (M5/M6). Partial correlation analysis (controlling for the effect of age, sex, outflow laterality, and contralateral stenosis) was performed to evaluate the correlation between M1–M6 and the TPG. Receiver operating characteristic curve analysis of M1–M6 for diagnosing a significant TPG (≥8 mm Hg) was performed.

Results Ninety-nine patients met the inclusion criteria. The partial correlation coefficients between M1–M6 and the TPG were 0.60, 0.61, 0.43, 0.48, 0.39, and 0.54, respectively. The areas under the curve (AUCs) of M1–M6 for diagnosing a significant TPG were 0.81, 0.86, 0.68, 0.69, 0.64, and 0.72, respectively. The AUC of M2 was significantly larger than that of M3 (P=0.002), M4 (P<0.001), M5 (P=0.001), and M6 (P<0.001).

Conclusions Quantitatively assessing TSS by taking the ratio of the cross-sectional area of TSS to that of the poststenotic segment might be a more efficient method for predicting the TPG.

INTRODUCTION

The bilateral transverse sinus (TS) is the main intracranial venous drainage route. TS stenosis (TSS) is not uncommon in the general population, with an incidence of approximately 22%,¹ and it has also been deeply explored for its close relationship with idiopathic intracranial hypertension (IIH), pulsatile tinnitus (PT), and chronic headache, among others.²–6 TSS has been suggested to be the most sensitive imaging biomarker of IIH, with 93% sensitivity and 93% specificity,⁴ and the prevalence of TSS in patients with PT is approximately 50%.²–⁴

Nevertheless, due to differences in inclusion criteria, imaging techniques, and evaluation methods, the reported incidence of TSS varies greatly within the same symptom group.

The imaging interpretation of TSS has attracted the interest of many researchers in the past two decades, but there are great differences in the imaging techniques, TSS measurement methods, and reference locations for the dural sinus. For the evaluation of the dural sinus boundary, CT venography (CTV) and contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance venography (MRV) are superior to non-contrast-enhanced MRV. For the measurement of TSS, Farb et al² adopted the diameter of the most stenotic segment based on 3D contrast-enhanced MRV, and the diameter of the superior sagittal sinus (SSS) was taken as the reference dural sinus value. In 2017, Carvalho et al⁶ proposed the segment upstream of TSS as the reference segment. On this basis, Pellerin et al⁸ used the ratio of the diameter of TSS to that of the upstream segment to quantitatively evaluate the degree of TSS based on the unwound TS on contrast-enhanced MRV, a method that is more objective than visual estimation. The shape of the TS is irregular; thus, the degree of TSS is poorly reflected by a single diameter. Considering this, Zhao et alÂ used the cross-sectional area instead of the diameter based on curved planar reformation to evaluate the degree of TSS.

The trans-stenotic pressure gradient (TPG) is an important parameter indicating the extent of
cerebral venous drainage obstruction and might affect the intracranial pressure (ICP). The gold standard for measuring the TPG is cerebral venography with manometry, which is an invasive procedure and cannot be performed widely in clinical practice. Zhao et al. evaluated the relationship between the morphological features of TSS and the TPG on CTV, and the results showed that the degree of TSS correlated moderately with the TPG ($R^2=0.257$).

We found that the sinus lumen of the segment downstream from the segment with TSS had a greater change than that of the segment upstream, which might be affected by the increased intracranial pressure, fast jet flow, or suddenly decreased venous pressure of the poststenotic segment. However, further study is needed to determine whether the TPG could be predicted more accurately based on the degree of TSS.

Therefore, we used previously reported methods and proposed a new method that takes the downstream segment as the reference to assess the degree of TSS. The correlation between the degree of TSS determined by the above methods and the TPG was further evaluated, and the purpose of this study was to identify the method that best reflected the TPG based on the degree of TSS.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Patient population**

This study was approved by the institutional review board of Beijing Friendship Hospital, Capital Medical University. A database of patients with unilateral venous PT with or without IIH, according to the diagnostic criteria established by Friedman et al. between September 2016 and July 2022, was retrospectively reviewed. All patients underwent preprocedural CTV for the presence of bilateral TSS and then diagnostic venography with venous manometry. There were no treatments or examinations for decreasing ICP, including medication use, surgery, or weight loss, during the two examinations. Spinal puncture for cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) examination would be performed in patients with clinical and imaging signs of IIH. According to the TPG, all patients meeting the inclusion criteria were divided into group A (TPG <8 mm Hg) and group B (significant TPG ≥8 mm Hg).

**CTV examination**

CTV was performed using a 64-section CT scanner (Brilliance, Philips Healthcare) or a 256-section CT scanner (Revolution, GE Healthcare). The acquisition parameters were as follows: 100 kV; auto-mA; matrix, 512×512; collimation, 64×0.625 mm or 256×0.625 mm; rotation time, 0.5–0.75 s; and contrast media, 370 mg iodine/mL at 1.5 mL/kg and 5 mL/s (iopamidol, Bracco Diagnostics). The images were reconstructed with both the standard algorithm and the bone algorithm.

**Cerebral venography with venous manometry**

Cerebral venography with venous manometry was performed using an angiography machine (Innova 4100-IQ, GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA) under local anesthesia for all patients. First, conventional cerebral arteriography and venography were performed. Next, the femoral vein was accessed, and a 2.7F microwire (Stride, Asahi) was navigated into the SSS from the internal carotid vein to perform direct venography on the stenotic side. A standard vascular pressure transducer (DPT-248, Yixinda) was connected to the microwire, and the pressure values were measured in the venous sinus segments proximal and distal to the stenotic segment on the symptomatic side. The TPG was calculated and recorded (in mm Hg).

**Data analysis**

**Evaluation of TSS on CTV**

CTV images were postprocessed on a workstation (AW 4.6, GE Healthcare), and the measurements were performed using curved planar reformation images. All images were evaluated independently by two experienced neuroimaging radiologists who were blinded to the clinical and manometric data.

Based on the curved planar reformation of CTV images, the cross-sectional diameter/area of the TS, TSS, and SSS on the symptomatic and asymptomatic sides was measured for each patient. Any sinus with multiple TSSs was measured at the most severe point. The same examiners measured the orthogonal diameter/area with manual electronic calipers at four locations: the focal narrowest point, the immediate poststenotic segment (downstream of the stenosis), the immediate prestenotic segment (upstream of the stenosis), and the SSS, approximately 1 cm before the torcular (figure 1). For patients with a bifid SSS, the measurement was located at 1 cm before the rostral SSS. Outflow laterality was quantitatively assessed by taking the ratio of the cross-sectional area on the asymptomatic side of the mid-TS to that on the symptomatic side of the mid-TS. All dural venous sinus measurements should avoid areas of focal stenosis, diverticula, and branching collaterals. The degree of TSS on the symptomatic and asymptomatic sides was calculated with six measurements:

- $M_1 = \text{diameter of TSS/diameter of poststenotic segment}$
- $M_2 = \text{area of TSS/area of the poststenotic segment}$
- $M_3 = \text{diameter of TSS/diameter of prestenotic segment}$
- $M_4 = \text{area of TSS/area of prestenotic segment}$
- $M_5 = \text{diameter of TSS/diameter of SSS}$
- $M_6 = \text{area of TSS/area of SSS}$

**Statistical analysis**

All analyses were conducted using SPSS Statistics for Windows (version 26.0, IBM Corp.) and MedCalc statistical software (version 19.1, MedCalc Software). Statistical significance was defined as $p<0.05$ using a two-tailed hypothesis. The sample size was calculated by PASS (version 15.0, NCSS). Inter-rater reliability was determined by calculating the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) to avoid observer reliability bias. The coefficient was interpreted as follows: excellent (0.81–1), good (0.61–0.80), fair (0.41–0.60), and poor (0.21–0.40). Partial correlation analysis was performed to evaluate the correlation between $M_1$, $M_6$, and the TPG in the symptomatic side, controlling for the effect of age, sex, outflow laterality, and the degree of TSS on the asymptomatic side ($M_1$–$M_6$). The correlation was interpreted as follows: very strong (0.81–1.0), strong (0.61–0.80), moderate (0.41–0.60), and weak (0.21–0.40). Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was conducted to estimate the sensitivity and specificity of $M_1$–$M_6$ in predicting a significant TPG ($\geq 8$ mm Hg), and the Youden Index was used as the optimal cut-off value. ROC curve comparisons of $M_1$–$M_6$ for predicting a significant TPG ($\geq 8$ mm Hg) were performed using MedCalc statistical software. Further univariate linear regression analysis was performed for the method with the highest correlation coefficient and optimal diagnostic efficiency to investigate the degree to which the percentage of TSS could predict the TPG, and residuals were examined for fit.

**RESULTS**

Of ninety-nine patients (11 men, 88 women) who met the inclusion criteria, 79 cases showed a venous etiology of PT without clinically suspected IIH, and 20 cases were diagnosed with IIH.
accompanied by PT. The mean age was 38.7±11.7 years (range 19–75). The interval from CTV to venous manometry was 22.0 (12) days. Regarding the morphology of the sinus stenosis on the symptomatic side, 60 veins showed intrinsic stenosis (hyperplastic arachnoid villi and granulations: 58 veins: segmental hypoplasia/hyperplasia: 2 veins), 25 veins showed extrinsic stenosis (smooth tapered appearance), and 14 showed both intrinsic and extrinsic stenosis. The overall pressure gradient was 7.0 mm Hg (min–max: 1.0–24.9). A total of 55 veins were included in group A (TPG <8 mm Hg), and 44 veins were included in group B (TPG ≥8 mm Hg).

### Table 1 Results of variables and inter-rater reliability for TSS, TS on the symptomatic side, and SSS between two examiners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Range (mm/mm²)</th>
<th>Mean±SD (mm/mm²)</th>
<th>ICC*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D_TSS†</td>
<td>1.0–5.5</td>
<td>2.3±0.8</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_TSS‡</td>
<td>2.3–23.0</td>
<td>8.7±4.9</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_poststenosis§</td>
<td>3.6–10.5</td>
<td>6.9±1.9</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_poststenosis¶</td>
<td>14.0–54.8</td>
<td>31.3±10.3</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_pre-stenosis††</td>
<td>3.3–12.7</td>
<td>7.3±1.8</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_pre-stenosis‡‡</td>
<td>13.0–62.0</td>
<td>34.1±12.5</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_SS§§</td>
<td>4.3–11.1</td>
<td>7.5±1.5</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_SS¶¶</td>
<td>17.0–54.0</td>
<td>34.9±8.3</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient.†DTSS, diameter of transverse sinus stenosis on the symptomatic side.‡ATSS, area of transverse sinus stenosis on the symptomatic side.§D_poststenosis, diameter of poststenotic segment on the symptomatic side.¶A_poststenosis, area of poststenotic segment on the symptomatic side.††D_pre-stenosis, diameter of prestenotic segment on the symptomatic side.‡‡A_pre-stenosis, area of prestenotic segment on the symptomatic side.§§D_SS, diameter of superior sagittal sinus.¶¶A_SS, area of superior sagittal sinus.

### Table 2 Results of partial correlation analysis between M1–M6 and trans-stenotic pressure gradient

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Means±SD</th>
<th>R value</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>0.11–0.76</td>
<td>0.35±0.16</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>0.02–0.83</td>
<td>0.28±0.19</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>0.15–0.65</td>
<td>0.34±0.13</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>0.04–0.69</td>
<td>0.28±0.16</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>0.09–0.82</td>
<td>0.34±0.17</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>0.02–0.80</td>
<td>0.26±0.17</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Statistical analysis

The diameters/areas in the following locations were measured by two examiners: the focal narrowest point, the immediate poststenotic segment, the immediate prestenotic segment of the symptomatic/asymptomatic side and the SSS approximately 1 cm before the torcular or the rostral SSS. The results of variables and inter-rater reliability of variables on the symptomatic side and for the SSS are shown in table 1. The results of the partial correlation analysis controlling for the effect of age, sex, outflow laterality, and degree of TSS on the asymptomatic side between M1–M6 and the TPG are summarized in table 2. Using M2, the area of TSS divided by the area of the poststenotic segment on the symptomatic side, to interpret TSS resulted in a strong correlation with the TPG.

The area under the curve (AUC), Youden Index, cut-off point and sensitivity and specificity for the cut-off point of M1–M6 on the symptomatic side for predicting a significant pressure gradient (≥8 mm Hg) are summarized in table 3. The ROC curve together with specificity and sensitivity values for M1–M6 on the symptomatic side are shown in figure 2. On pairwise comparison of the ROC curves, the AUC of M1 was significantly higher than those of M3 (p=0.003), M4 (p=0.030), and M5 (p<0.001), and the AUC of M2 was significantly higher than those of M3 (p=0.002), M4 (p<0.001), M5 (p=0.001), and M6 (p<0.001).

The univariate linear regression between the TPG and the degree of TSS on the symptomatic side by M2 yielded the following equation: TPG=11.13–13.39 × the degree of TSS.

---

### Statistical Methods

- **Table 1**: Results of variables and inter-rater reliability for TSS, TS on the symptomatic side, and SSS between two examiners.
- **Table 2**: Results of partial correlation analysis between M1–M6 and trans-stenotic pressure gradient.
- **Figure 1**: Methods for measuring transverse sinus stenosis (TSS), pre/poststenotic segments and the superior sagittal sinus (SSS). (A) Location for measuring the cross-sectional diameter/area of TSS, the prestenotic segment and the poststenotic segment for extrinsic stenosis. (B) Location for measuring the cross-sectional diameter/area of TSS, the prestenotic segment and the poststenotic segment for intrinsic stenosis. (C) Diameter and area measurement of TSS. (D) Diameter and area measurement of the pre/poststenotic segments. (E) Location for measuring the cross-sectional diameter/area of the SSS approximately one centimeter before the torcular. (F) Diameter and area measurement of the SSS.

---

**Note**: This text is based on a scientific article discussing neuroimaging and transverse sinus stenosis. The data and methods described involve the measurement of diameters and areas in various locations, including transverse and superior sagittal sinuses, and the calculation of pressure gradients. Statistical analyses are performed to correlate these measurements with the trans-stenotic pressure gradient (TPG). The results show significant correlations and ROC analyses to determine cut-off points for predicting a significant pressure gradient.
that the point of greatest stenosis should be taken as the location for the best diagnostic efficiency. Researchers agree that using the poststenotic segment as the reference location is the best method to achieve a high diagnostic efficiency. Researchers also agreed that the cross-sectional area of the immediate poststenotic segment showed the best diagnostic efficiency in predicting a significant TPG, while the inter-rater reliability for the area was better than the diameter of the poststenotic segment. Therefore, we recommend using the cross-sectional area of the immediate poststenotic segment as the reference location to assess the degree of TSS based on the curved planar reformation of CTV images.

The importance of assessing TSS lies in the capacity of the method to achieve a high diagnostic efficiency. Researchers agree that the point of greatest stenosis should be taken as the location of TSS, but there is still no unified standard for the reference location of the dural venous sinus. Farb et al. adopted the diameter of the distal SSS as the normal reference based on enhanced MRV, which might be because the lumen of the SSS was less variable than that of the TS, and found that it could be used to identify patients with IIH with a sensitivity and specificity of 93%. Carvalho et al. clearly defined the diameter of the immediate prestenotic segment of the TS as the reference measurement for assessing TSS, which showed better reproducibility and reduced the occurrence of false positives in diagnosing IIH.

However, there is still no conclusion as to whether the degree of TSS could be used to categorize clinical severity. Riggeal et al. calculated the percentage of TSS by dividing by the diameter of the adjacent, normal-appearing TS but found that there was no correlation between the degree of TSS and clinical severity. Qiu et al. used the cross-sectional area of TSS divided by the area of the prestenotic segment, and the results showed that there was a weak correlation between the degree of TSS and ICP. Since TSS leads to cerebral venous outflow obstruction and a further increase in the TPG, which has a close relationship with the occurrence of IIH and PT and is often used as the quantitative reference parameter for venous sinus stenting, the relationship between TSS and the TPG has been the subject of increased attention by scholars in recent years. In the study of West et al., the TPG increased by 3.5 mm Hg for every 10% increase in stenosis. In our study, for every 10% increase in the degree of TSS when taking the poststenotic segment of the TS as the reference location, the TPG increased by approximately 1.3 mm Hg, which is in accord with our previous study. Several reasons might explain the weaker effect of TSS on the TPG in our study. First, there were differences in the included subjects, and the overall TPG in our study was smaller (7 mm Hg vs 15 mm Hg). Second, the TS interpretation methods were different.

In this study, we proposed the poststenotic segment of the TS as the reference location, and its cross-sectional area showed a strong correlation with the TPG. The CSF pressure must be higher than the dural sinus pressure to maintain CSF outflow; thus, the dramatically reduced pressure in the poststenotic TS might lead to a larger CSF pressure–dural sinus pressure gradient and might have a greater influence on the sinus lumen of the poststenotic TS than that in the prestenotic TS. On the other hand, the hemodynamic changes in the poststenotic region, such as the jet flow, might play a role in the changes in the sinus wall or lumen. Third, there is variability in susceptibility to ICP elevation in different regions of the sinuses, and the poststenotic TS might be more sensitive to ICP changes than other regions. The correlation between the cross-sectional area of TSS divided by the area of the poststenotic segment and the TPG was slightly stronger than the correlation between the diameter of TSS divided by the diameter of the poststenotic segment and the TPG. The TS has a prismatic shape, with two sides that can be compressed to a limited extent at any point. Since TSS can be intrinsic, extrinsic, or both, the cross-section of the segment with TSS is always irregular, and it is difficult to take a single diameter as a measure reflecting TSS. On the other hand, the inter-rater reliability for the area of TSS (ICC = 0.84) and the poststenotic segment (ICC = 0.77) was better than that for the diameter (ICC = 0.76 and ICC = 0.68). Therefore, we recommend that the ratio of the cross-sectional area of TSS to that of the poststenotic segment should be used to measure the degree of TSS.

This study has some limitations. First, many factors correlated with the TPG apart from the degree of TSS, such as the presence of branching collaterals upstream from the stenotic segment, the length, location, or shape of the segment with TSS, and blood flow velocity/volume, which should be further comprehensively explored to establish an accurate model for predicting the TPG. Second, the enrolled population consisted of patients with PT or without IIH, which could not fully reflect the characteristics of the TSS-related population, and the results might not be suitable for the patients with a higher TPG spectrum. On the other hand, with data from only 20 cases, there was insufficient power for comparison of the correlation between M1–M6 and the TPG separately in the IIH group. Third, contrast-enhanced CTV, which was used in this study, carries the risks of radiation.
and it should be used only if it is necessary to evaluate the boundary or bone wall of the dural sinus.

CONCLUSION

This study proposes a new method for assessing the degree of TSS based on the TPG. Quantitative assessment of TSS according to the ratio of the cross-sectional area of TSS to that of the post-stenotic segment correlated significantly with the TPG, and this approach might be a more efficient method for reflecting the TPG via the CTV assessment of TSS. This method could be used for imaging studies of TSS-related diseases.
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